
MTB Committee Meeting                                                         24/11/2020 

 

Present: 

- Harry Clements (President) 
- Nieve Fay (Vice President) 
- Ben White (Treasurer) 
- Abi Wander (Social Secretary) 

- Nathan Langford (Social Secretary) 

- Adèle Carr (External Opportunities Officer)  
- Liam Carty-Howe (Alumni Representative) 

 

In Attendance: 

- Naomi Fallon (Secretary) 
 

1 - Apologies: 

- Nicole Antoine (Equality and Wellbeing Officer) 
- Sam Sayan (Communications Officer) 

 

2 - Actions Update: 

- ACTION Committee: Send Abi the TikTok video- Ongoing 

- ACTION Sam: Put the charity logo on the website- Ongoing 

- ACTION Harry: Collect all ITW books- Ongoing 

- ACTION Sam: Post about percent on members page. 

- ACTION Nieve and Harry: Strategic Plan. 

- ACTION Nicole: Wellbeing posts on Facebook/ Instagram. 

- ACTION Harry and Liam: Edit videos for Disney Cabaret. 

- ACTION Harry: Move Newbies Multitrack sign up deadline. 

- ACTION SAM: Update Website information. 

- ACTION Harry and Nieve: Meet with the STA about Showcase. 

- ACTION Sam: Start looking at Showcase graphics. 

- ACTION Adèle, Nieve, Abi and Sam: Organise Meet the Committee. 

- ACTION Nieve and Harry: Talk to the SU events team to discuss IUMTF. 

- ACTION Harry: Look into IUMTF Graphics. 

 

3 - Treasurer’s Report: 

- Ben: Nothing exciting has happened, we gained one new member! 

- Need to process the social invoice for Abi. 

- The tour money has been paid back to everyone, but Megan needs to work out how 

much money she lost. 

- Harry: Once all the ITW books go back, we should get £500 from MTI, assuming they’re 

all in good condition. 

- Harry: Also to make everyone aware about Percent, which is a kind of sponsor. They 

pay a percent of what you paid to the society, we need to push people to sign up, you 

just connect it to your card. 

- ACTION Sam: Post about percent on members page. 

 

 



4 - Balloon Accreditation Scheme: 

- Harry: We’re still on 6 approved, but the urgent ones for this term are the two 

non-drinking socials (online?) that we need to have in the next 3-4 weeks. 

- Harry and Nieve also need to do the strategic plan on showcase and the competition. 

- ACTION NIEVE AND HARRY: Strategic Plan 

- We are on track to get 8/9 by christmas! 

- Harry: We also need to do two fundraising socials, for the group or a charity? 

- Ben: I would rather do it for a charity 

- Liam: Can it also be a concert? 

- Harry: It can be a concert 

- We could do Merrily We Scroll? 

- Adèle: Since we can’t do the Christmas cabaret in person, we could tie in fundraising 

with a Christmas social. Would be better for Christmas rather than halfway through 

Merrily We Scroll, which we’ve already started. 

- Abi: We would prefer to fundraise through a concert, as we can’t keep charging for 

social, as there’s no in person opportunities. 

- Harry: We can have this term’s fundraising as a Christmas performance and when 

things are clearer in the new year, we can do a raffle or something. 

- Harry: Overall everything looks good for BAS, but the SU still hasn't replied about the 

banner. :( 

 

5 - Workshops Update: 

- Adèle: Emailed the lady about the singing/ acting through song workshop and she sent 

back her rates, but was quite expensive. It would be 15 people performing and getting 

feedback but people would still have to pay for coming to watch. 

- Adèle also emailed Katie Bradley and sent the committee all the shows she was 

offering, but again her rates were quite expensive. 

- Ben: Happy to pay for a workshop, as there is not much to pay for at the moment 

- Abi: Could we get Jack or Leah to do a workshop? 

- Liam: Jack is keen to do an acting through song one. He can also do a section relevant 

to applying for drama school for 15 minutes at the end if people want to stay. 

- Harry: Don’t want to give the vibe we train people for drama school, the society is for 

a hobby not a career and could disenfranchise newbies. 

- Adèle: Could be just 15 minutes at the end for people who are considering and we can 

phrase it differently to not put people off. 

- Liam: We could phrase it as a general q&a and people can also ask him more general 

questions about being in the industry. 

- Adèle: Nicole’s not here but we are going to work with the president of Sign Soc and 

have a workshop where we learn an MT song in sign language, which would be 

something different. There will be no worries about space and learning basic sign 

language is really great. 

- We can also make a video on what we have learnt and people film themselves signing 

to an MT song. 

- Harry: This is such a nice workshop idea! 

- Adèle: Since there is no in person stuff, we need to make sure we try to space out the 

zoom events. I’m also going to do a poll on the newbies page to see what workshops 

they want and when is the best time. 

- Harry: Also need to start thinking about the Give It A Go for term 2! 



- Adèle: Thinking about making it more related to Showcase. 

 

6 - Alumni Update: 

6.1 Curtain Call 

- Liam: We have started the Alumni Cabaret called Curtain Call! 

- A really great response so far got about 7 people on board and there is even a group of 

4, who have sent a video in! 

- Liam: Definitely got enough for at least one episode and the deadline is the 1st 

December to ask to be involved and the video submission deadline is the 7th, but this 

is very flexible. Hope to get it out Friday 11th December, but it may be earlier. 

- Liam: Would be nice for each committee member to introduce each performer and 

talk about their involvement with MTB. 

- Liam is also happy to help Adèle organise the workshop with Jack. 

 

7 - Socials Update: 

7.1 Upcoming Online Socials 

- Abi: We put out a form about Xmas Dinner and socials. 

- Abi: Early next we’re planning a Hairspray watch party, just need to decide how to 

stream it without copyright. 

- Nathan: Also downloaded Rent, so got two possible films. 

- Nicole was keen to do the Into The Woods wellbeing social, so need to see if this is 

possible. 

- Abi: Still got the scavenger hunt for a family social at some point. 

 

8 - Society Diversity: 

- Nicole has been liaising with the BME network for potential projects/ workshops and 

will work with Adèle to hopefully sort something! 

- Had a meeting with the chair of the disabilities network about the arts and disabilities 

and she has a follow up meeting next week. 

- As Adèle mentioned, we are planning a joint workshop with sign soc or the “Make a 

Smile” charity and Nicole is looking into this. 

- More posts about mental health on instagram and facebook! 

- ACTION Nicole: Wellbeing posts on Facebook/ Instagram. 

 

9 - Online Performances 

9.1 Disney Cabaret 

- Released the first episode and there are two more episodes to be released. 

- Harry: Need some help editing a few of the videos together for the final episode. 

- Liam is happy to help! 

- ACTION Harry and Liam: Edit videos for Disney Cabaret. 

 

9.2 Merrily We Scroll Along 

- Harry: Releasing episodes every Sunday till the 20th December. 

- Auditions for each episode is the Thursday the week before. 

9.3 Newbies Multitrack 

- Harry: We had 11 people sign up to be in cast, but none signed up for the prod team. 

Going to move the deadline back to have more people join. 

- ACTION Harry: Move Newbies Multitrack deadline. 



- Liam: It could be released on New Years Day and in the last chorus loads of ppl come 

in. 

- Nieve: Need to make it clear Newbies are in the cast and now anybody can be on the 

production team and Newbies can be in it and on the prod team. 

- Harry: We will see if people are interested and gage production team interest. 

- Adèle: People may not be signing up as there’s a lot of deadlines at the moment, so if 

we push back the release date and hopefully in December people are more free and 

more time to film. 

- Abi: If there aren't enough people, we could allocate specific slots for only Newbies. 

- Harry: Yes, if it falls through we can just add Newbies into the Christmas performance. 

9.4 Christmas/ Winter Performance 

- Harry: Thinking about doing another multi track, which looks more professional and 

people like to watch these. 

- Adèle:  We could do a medley and get musicians involved! 

- Harry: Don’t want to have two multitracks at same time (editing takes a long time), 

we could just give slots for freshers in the Christmas Multitrack. 

- Nathan: Editing a huge amount of people takes a lot of time! 

- Harry: We could have one multitrack but a cast of 25 with 10 of them Newbies and the 

Newbies multitrack can be pushed back. 

- Adèle: The Newbies one can be the start of next term, ready for refreshers fair. 

- Harry: We can release the Christmas Multitrack on the 24th/25th December. 

 

10 - Website: 

- ACTION SAM: Update Website information. 

 

11 - Showcase V Update: 

- Harry: Auditions are after Christmas for definite now, as we can’t do any face to face 

events and would be too complicated online. 

- Harry: BOPS have been told they will not be able to have a band in the pit for their 

show in March, due to lack of ventilation. This means that we may have to record the 

Showcase band. 

- Harry: Showcase may not be as normal as we hoped, but it’s more exciting if it’s a bit 

different this year! 

- ACTION Harry and Nieve: Meet with the STA about Showcase. 

- Abi: Would the dates change if we recorded Showcase. 

- Harry: If the performances are recorded, it will be in the week slot that we have the 

Winston. 

- ACTION Sam: Start looking at Showcase graphics. 

- Harry: It’s hard to say exactly what is going to happen but there will be a clearer 

picture after January exams. 

12 - Other TB2 Plans: 

- Harry: We were originally planning 2 cabarets in February/March, but now there will 

probably just be one. 

- The Improv Theatre is keen for us to hire them in March/May, so could even be an 

Easter Cabaret 

- Also a possibility of a 48 Hour show after Easter. 

 

13 - Committee: 



13.1 Meet The Committee Posts 

- ACTION Committee: Send Abi the TikTok video 

- Harry: We usually do a facebook/ instagram q&a, but thought it would be nice if we 

did a youtube video and explained our roles. 

- Abi: We could do Instagram takeovers- day in the life of a committee member! 

- ACTION Adèle, Nieve, Abi and Sam: Organise Meet the Committee  

13.2 Freshers Rep Roles 

- Harry: This will open in January after exams. 

- Once there are some freshers in the committee hopefully they will feel more 

represented this year! 

 

14 - IUMTF Update: 

- ACTION Nieve and Harry: Talk to the SU events team to discuss IUMTF. 

- Harry: It is likely that SU’s will not let people travel, so it will probably be online, but 

hopefully they can film themselves at uni. 

- Adèle: Dance soc have to film and they have to all be 2m apart. 

- Harry: We can film in the Anson rooms, which is enough space to do this. 

- Nieve: Can we still have awards like, best choreo, best solo performer etc. 

- Harry: Yes and eurovision style voting with the graham norton impersonator!! 

- ACTION Harry: Look into IUMTF Graphics. 

 

15 - Into The Woods Update: 

- Harry: Still collecting the books, but everything is sorted in terms of the Loco Klub 

refund and we should hopefully have the MTI deposit back by Christmas. 

 
16 - Musical of The Week: 

- 9 to 5 (Thanks to Dolly for helping to fund a COVID vaccine <3)  


